Nettec Unveils Application Performance Analysis Testing & Tuning
Service
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Nettec plc, the content managed corporate portal specialists, today announce their plans to help
companies maximize their business performance via the launch of a new Application Performance Analysis
Testing and Tuning service.
This cost-effective business service, aimed at Java and ColdFusion users, allows companies to predict the
investment costs associated with meeting unprecedented variations in user traffic. The business drivers
are that it provides companies with a detailed benchmark report to optimise application performance
thereby avoiding unnecessary software or hardware expenditure. This service has been launched in
response to numerous requests from many of Nettec’s existing clients, such as First Choice Holidays
plc.
Barry Edwards, Senior Consultant of Nettec Plc commented; “Solving business problems through effective
application performance testing and tuning makes good business sense, and in the current economic
climate, it’s a service that has a significant impact on the bottom line. In the drive to maximize user
response rates, more and more clients are asking us to closely monitor their application performance. The
first step is to carry out an initial requirement assessment. Then we commence load testing, tuning and
bottleneck analysis. We can also analyse the peak number of users and identify how quickly web pages are
deployed to the user whilst the overall number of application users increases. In a detailed client
report we provide a baseline measurement for the applications future application and scalability. We also
identify and resolve problem issues before they even occur and when they are most cost-effective to deal
with. The launch of this service further demonstrates Net!
ter’s commitment to provide an excellent level of technological service freeing clients to concentrate
on their core business. “
Notes to Editor
About Nettec
Nettec plc designs, builds and supports content-managed corporate portals, partnering with the world’s
leading software companies, selecting best-in-class technology to deliver the most cost-effective
business fit. Nettec’s modular solutions, whether bespoke or off-the-shelf, can comprise content
management, application integration, web services and application support. Nettec’s award winning
design and technical expertise encompasses web development, mobile communications, interactiveTV, J2EE
and desktop technologies. A small selection of clients include: AXA Investment Managers, Deutsche Bank
AG, First Choice Holidays plc, Interflora, News International plc, Superdrug and The Capita Group.
For further press information or photography, or to arrange an interview, please contact:
Sharon McKay - PR Manager
0208 255 4004 or 07748 156 921
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Email: sharon.mckay@nettec.net
Or Email: contactus@nettec.net
Website:

http://www.nettec.net/
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